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DARIEN JUNIOR FOOTBALL LEAGUE TEMPORARY LIGHTS PROPOSAL:  
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

 

Q: What is being proposed to the Planning & Zoning Commission? The Darien Junior Football League (DJFL) has requested that the temporary lights we use at Darien High School and Holahan Field be raised from 20 feet to 30 feet.  An initial public hearing was held on May 22, 2012.  The continuance of that hearing has been scheduled for June 26th. 
Q. Why is DJFL making this request? To make practices safer for our student and youth athletes.  Raising the lights will create better, higher angled lighting and allow for safer utilization of the fields.  This will also reduce the perceived “hue” cast off the Darien High School building from the lights. The town’s current zoning regulations only allow recreational lighting to be 20 feet above grade.  At the lower height the lights shine more directly across the field, at times in the eyes of players and also leaving “dark-spots” at the further ends of the field.  As a result, players and coaches cannot utilize the field as effectively as possible.  Higher lights have been proven to create safer field conditions.  This is a town-wide proposal which, if approved, would benefit any fall high school or youth teams that are permitted to practice under the temporary lights. 
Q: Why are practice lights essential in Darien? As a result of the growing number of youth and high school athletes, field space is very limited throughout Darien. The DJFL is allotted field time on the Darien High School Stadium turf field after the DHS teams finish their practices, usually between 5:30 to 6 p.m. until 7 p.m. on weekdays.  As sunsets occur earlier each day in the fall, natural daylight quickly diminishes.  This leaves the league with unsafe evening practice conditions by mid-October for its 400-
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plus players.  The DJFL also utilizes temporary lights at Town Hall’s Holahan Field, which is the league’s other primary practice location. Once the clocks are turned back an hour at the end of daylight savings in early November, the DHS teams are also in need of practice lighting as they finish their regular seasons and prepare for the playoffs.  Lights are a critical component of the commitment to the safety for both the DJFL and DHS youth and student athletes.   Practice lights also provide better competitive equality within the FCIAC and Fairfield County Football League (FCFL). 
Q: Why aren’t there any permanent field lights in Darien?  The most recent proposal for permanent lighting was submitted by the Board of Ed in 2008.  That application was abruptly rejected via a mandatory referral by the Planning & Zoning Commission. It’s important to note that the mandatory referral precluded any public hearing held on the matter.  No other formal proposals for permanent lighting have been submitted in the past four years.  
Q:  Are there any other towns in the area without permanent field lights? With a recent agreement reached for permanent lighting in Westport, Darien is now the only community within the Fairfield County Interscholastic Athletic Conference (FCIAC) that does not have a permanent field lighting solution.  This unique situation unnecessarily places our children at a safety and competitive disadvantage to our surrounding communities.  
Q: Have the lights ever been raised higher than 20 feet? As required by the Planning & Zoning Commission’s adopted resolution in 2010, the DJFL conducted two tests in conjunction with Darien Public school administration.  At those times the lights were raised to 30 feet at Darien High School Stadium Field for two very brief periods to allow for the tests.  
Q: What was the outcome of those tests? The Planning & Zoning Commission’s previous adopted resolutions encouraged both the DJFL and the Board of Ed to hire an environmental expert to measure ambient/trespass light surrounding the stadium facility.  The expert’s test revealed that there was no meaningful trespass light generated from the lights at a higher position.  Another field lighting expert has testified that simple laws of geometry dictate that higher lights enhance the light cast onto the field, thereby offering broader utility and increased safety of those student athletes on the field. These findings were presented by the DJFL at the Planning & Zoning Commission’s public hearing in May.    
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Q: Why is the DJFL the only applicant for the proposed zoning regulation amendment? Only one applicant is necessary to file an application for a zoning regulation amendment.  The Board of Ed is in favor of the amendment and would  pursue the use of 30-foot practice lights for DHS teams if the proposal approved by the Planning & Zoning Commission. 
Q: Are town funds being used for the temporary lights? No.  The rental fees for the lighting units have been generously paid for by various private donors the past four years.  It is not anticipated this arrangement will change in the foreseeable future. 
Q: How has the community weighed in on the zoning amendment application and what 
has been done to accommodate local neighbors? Feedback has been overwhelmingly supportive.  Only a few neighbors have expressed their  concern about the impact of temporary lights on their neighborhoods and their properties. The DJFL and the Board of Ed have worked closely together to ensure neighbors ‘concerns are addressed.  Over the past several years the two bodies have: 

• Met with  neighbors several times to understand their concerns; 
• Planted approximately 75 evergreen trees along the DHS property line for screening; 
• Repositioned and redirected lights away from adjacent properties; 
• Spent significant private funds at DHS to convert from diesel generation to electric towers; 
• Hung shades on the DHS windows to eliminate reflection of the lights; 
• Built muffler barriers around the lighting units used at Holahan Field; 
• Conducted several sound and light studies at both locations that the lights have been used to provide the public with credible and unbiased expert information; 
• Controlled the times the lights have been used in strict accordance with the special permits limitations; 
• Filed numerous follow-up reports with the Planning & Zoning Department which provided feedback and recommendations. 
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Q:  What are the next steps for the current application process? The public hearing for the regulation amendment to allow 30-foot temporary lighting was continued to Tuesday, June 26th at Town Hall at 8 pm.  That same evening, both the DJFL and the Board of Ed will present their special permit applications.  Both applicants are seeking renewal of their ability to utilize the temporary practice lights for the next five seasons. DJFL representatives believe that on some level, certain members of Planning & Zoning Commission have a predisposition against the current proposals for temporary practice lighting.  It is critical that if you are in favor of the use of temporary practice lighting to 
enhance the safety of our student and youth athletes that you share your opinion with 
the commission.  Please attend the June 26th meeting to express your support and/or 
write an email to the Planning & Zoning Department, c/o Jeremy Ginsberg  at 
jginsberg@DarienCT.gov   Please feel free to contact Jim Coley, DJFL President, at jcoley2@mac.com  if you have any questions or concerns about this proposal. 


